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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

 Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services over the Internet. Cloud 

services allow individuals and businesses to use software and hardware that are managed by 

third parties at remote locations. Examples of cloud services include online file storage, 

social networking sites, webmail, and online business applications. The cloud computing 

model allows access to information and computer resources from anywhere that a network 

connection is available. Cloud computing provides a shared pool of resources, including data 

storage space, networks, computer processing power, and specialized corporate and user 

applications. 

 

The characteristics of cloud computing include on-demand self-service, broad 

network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service. On-demand self-

service means that customers (usually organizations) can request and manage their own 
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 ABSTRACT 

Cloud applications are deployed in remote data center. A fast growth of demand for 

cloud based services result into establishment of enormous data centers consuming high amount 

of electrical power. So, energy conservation is a major concern in cloud computing system. It 

can also bring several important benefits; one of the important reason is low utilization of 

computing resources. At the same time, many real time applications have been deployed in 

clouds. Most of the algorithms schedule the tasks according to their average-case execution 

times and do not consider task execution times with probability distributions in the real-world. 

To address this issue, firstly to develop an algorithm named EARH. The EARH employs a 

Rolling Horizon optimization policy and can also be extended to other Energy Aware 

scheduling algorithms for real time, a periodic, independent task. Additionally, the resource 

scaling up and scaling down strategies are developing to make a good tradeoff between energy 

conservation and task’s schedulability. 

 

Key words: virtualized cloud, real-time, energy-aware scheduling, rolling-horizon. 
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computing resources. The broad network access allows services to be offered over the 

Internet or private networks. Pooled resources means that customers draw from a pool of 

computing resources, usually in remote data centers.  

 

Virtualization plays a major role in the cloud computing technology, normally in the 

cloud computing, users share the data present in the clouds like application etc., but with 

virtualization users shares the Infrastructure. Virtualization is software that separates physical 

infrastructures to create various dedicated resources. The main usage of Virtualization 

Technology is, normally cloud providers provide the applications with the standard versions 

to their cloud users, for suppose if the next version of that application is released, then cloud 

provider has to provide the latest version to their cloud users and practically it is possible but 

it is more cost expensive. Also, this virtualization technique is a good approach to increase 

resource utilization and reduce energy consumption. 

 

The virtualization makes servers, workstations, storage and other systems independent 

of the physical hardware layer. This virtualization is known as a virtual machine monitor 

(VMM) or virtual manager, which separates compute environments from the actual physical 

infrastructure. The multiple virtual machines to be placed on the same physical hosts and 

supports the live migration of VMs between physical hosts based on the performance. The 

basic virtual server consists of cloud users, service models, virtualized model and its host os 

and their hardware. The service models consists of software as a service(SaaS) which is used 

for providing the applications that related to the cloud users, then the following service model 

is platform as a service(PaaS). It is one of the most important service models in cloud for 

providing effective services to the cloud users. Then the further model in the virtualized 

model is Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), It is one of the most important service model for 

providing security to the public cloud computing and it provides computers, machines which 

are used for maintaining the clouds and other resources for maintain the cloud with a security. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Adel Nadjaran Toosi et al [1]. The Cloud interoperability in practice can be obtained 

either through brokering or standard interfaces. By using a service broker, which translates 

messages between different Cloud interfaces, customers are able to switch between different 

Clouds and Cloud providers can interoperate. 

 

Jing Feng, Yamini Nimmagadda et al [2]. Develop an algorithm for allocating VMs to 

applications with real-time tasks. This paper has the following contributions: (1) This is the 

first paper to consider cost-efficient resource allocation in heterogeneous cloud for real-time 

tasks. (2) Formulate resource allocation as a constrained optimization problem. (3)Propose a 

polynomial-time algorithm to allocate VMs while meeting tasks’ real-time constraints and 

show how the cost varies based on the distributions of the task sets. 

 

Ismael Solis, Moreno et al [3].Analyze the impact of performance interference on 

energy-efficiency and propose a model to reduce energy waste by taking into account the 

workload heterogeneity that exists in Cloud environments. The core idea is to co-allocate 

different types of workloads based on the level of interference that they create, in order to 

reduce the resultant overhead and consequently improve a datacenter´s energy-efficiency.  

 

Amir Vahid  Dastjerdiet  al [4]. Proposed various providers involved in satisfying user 

requirements, face a set of difficulties in SLA monitoring. Firstly, existence of different SLA 
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offer, counter offer, and contract templates makes it difficult to discover necessary 

monitoring services that have required capabilities to monitor service level objectives in 

SLAs. Next, in the Cloud environment, there are dependencies between different layers’ 

service performances. Whereas SLA dependency has been considered by several works, no 

practical approach has been presented to model the dependencies among services. 

 

Josep Ll. Berral et al [5]. Proposed methodology models a grid based data-center as a 

set of resources and as a set of jobs (web services), each with its energy requirements or load 

per time unit, involving a consumption cost and an execution reward, focusing the schedule 

on revenue maximization and power saving. The approach takes advantage of virtualization, 

which lets datacenters to allocate several but isolate jobs in the same physical machine 

isolating them and, most importantly, running jobs between machines. 

 

Nik Bessiset al[6]. The cloud paradigm shares several commonalities with other 

technologies including grid and utility computing by combining their most important 

characteristics in order to offer a variety of services i.e. infrastructure as a service etc. 

Clearly, when additional complexity is added to clouds in the case of Inter Cloud by 

considering the meta-scheduling paradigms. The decentralization aims to overcome the 

common problems such as the single point of failure and bottleneck of the cloud 

environments caused by a central instance that has a solely responsibility for handling all jobs 

and request. 

 

Sheheryar Malik et al [7]. The real-time system is any information processing system 

which has to respond to externally generated input stimuli, within a finite and specified 

period of time. So the correctness depends not only on the logical result, but also the time it 

was delivered. Failure to respond is as bad as the wrong response. These systems have two 

main characteristics by which they are separated by other general-purpose systems. These 

characteristics are timeliness and fault tolerance. 

 

Josep Ll. Berral et al [8]. Proposed a basic scheduling policy aware of virtualization 

and first introduced several facets to be considered synergistically to manage data centers. In 

this approach, the final profit for the provider is taken into account to take all the placement 

decisions. 

 

Qi Zhang et al [9]. The virtualization and utility-based pricing are not new. Instead, 

cloud computing leverages these existing technologies to meet the technological and 

economic requirements of today’s demand for information technology. An alternative 

solution to addressing the limitations of both public and private clouds is called Virtual 

Private Cloud (VPC).VPC is essentially a more holistic design since it not only virtualizes 

servers and applications, but also the underlying communication network as well. 

 

Rajkumar Buyya et al [10]. The energy-efficient resource allocation solutions 

proposed for various computing systems cannot be implemented for Green Cloud computing. 

This is because they only focus on minimizing energy consumption or their costs, and do not 

consider dynamic service requirements of consumers that can be changed on demand in 

Cloud computing environments. 
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3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

                                      
     Fig 3: System Architecture 

 

4. MODULES DESCRIPTION 

4.1 Cloud Service Provider Module 

 

Cloud computing delivers an infrastructure, platform, and software (applications) as 

services that are made available to consumers in a pay-as-you-go model. In industry these 

services are referred to as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and 

Software as a Service (SaaS) respectively. Many computing service providers including 

Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, and IBM are rapidly deploying data centers in various locations 

around the world to deliver Cloud computing services. The Cloud service providers have to 

ensure that they can be flexible in their service delivery to meet various consumer 

requirements, while keeping the consumers isolated from the underlying infrastructure. 

 

The service analyzer analyzes the service requirements of a submitted request before 

accepting it. Hence, it needs the latest load and energy information from VM Manager and 

Energy Monitor respectively. Gathers specific characteristics of consumers so that important 

consumers can be granted special privileges and prioritized over other consumers. Then 

decides how service requests are charged to manage the supply and demand of computing 

resources and facilitate in prioritizing service allocations effectively. The Energy Monitor 

observes energy consumption caused by VMs and physical machines and provides this 

information to the VM manager to make energy-efficient resource allocation decisions. 

   

                           
   Fig 4.1: Cloud Service Provider Module 
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4.2 Cloud Consumer Module 

 

Cloud consumers or their brokers submit service requests from anywhere in the world 

to the Cloud. It is important to notice that there can be a difference between Cloud consumers 

and users of deployed services. A cloud consumer represents a person or organization that 

maintains a business relationship with, and uses the service from, a cloud provider. The end-

user actually uses the service whether it is software, platform or infrastructure as a service. 

 

       
 

    Fig 4.2: Cloud Consumer Module 

 

4.3 Scheduler Module 

 

Scheduling refers to the set of policies to control the order of work to be performed by 

a computer system. There have been various types of scheduling algorithm existing in 

computing system, and job scheduling is one of them. The main advantage of job scheduling 

algorithm is to achieve a high performance computing and the best system throughput. 

Scheduling manages availability of CPU memory and good scheduling policy gives 

maximum utilization of resource. The scheduler consists of a rolling-horizon, a real-time 

controller, and a VM controller. The scheduler takes tasks from users and allocates them to 

VMs and determines resource entitlements for the allocated VMs.  The auto scaling 

functionality has been decides when VMs are to be added or removed to meet the demand. 

The rolling-horizon holds both new tasks and waiting tasks to be executed.  

 

 
 

    Fig 4.3: Scheduler Module 
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4.3.1 Real time controller 

 

The real-time controller determines whether a task in the rolling-horizon can be 

finished before its deadline. If not, the real-time controller informs the VM controller, and 

then the VM controller adds VMs to finish the task within timing constraint. If no schedule 

can be found to satisfy the task’s timing requirement although enough VMs have been added, 

the task will be rejected. Otherwise, the task will be retained in the rolling-horizon.  

 

4.3.2 VM controller 

 

Multiple VMs can be dynamically started and stopped on a single physical machine 

according to incoming requests, hence providing the flexibility of configuring various 

partitions of resources on the same physical machine to different requirements of service 

requests. Multiple VMs can concurrently run applications based on different operating system 

environments on a single physical machine. The movement of VMs between physical nodes, 

it enables dynamic migration of VMs according to the performance requirements. When VMs 

do not use all the provided resources, they can be logically resized and consolidated to the 

minimum number of physical nodes, while idle nodes can be switched to the sleep mode to 

eliminate the idle power consumption and reduce the total energy consumption by the data 

center. 

 

5. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

 

In this section, introduce the terminology and algorithm used in this paper. 

 

5.1 Task Model 

 

The set of independent, a periodic and real time task are submitted by a user. The task 

has the following collection of parameter: arrival time, task length, execution time, deadline 

and task finish time. This information’s are calculated and stored in the scheduler. There is no 

communication among tasks. A task cannot be partitioned and distributed. 

 

5.2 Scheduler Model 

 

The scheduler checks system status information (e.g., running tasks, waiting tasks, 

and actual execution times of tasks, currently allocated VMs, start time etc.). It is critical to 

collect and manage the system status information, because schedulers largely depend on such 

information to choose the most energy-efficient computing nodes to run new tasks. All the 

information can be maintained by the scheduler. The system information can be gathered in 

two approaches. First, the status information can be periodically collected. A short period 

(e.g., a few seconds) increases accuracy at the cost of high overhead, whereas a long period 

(e.g., a few minutes) reduces both monitoring overhead and accuracy. The periods, regardless 

of their lengths, should be adjusted by a system administrator based on application 

requirements. Second, the status information can be gathered when a new task arrives. 

Compared with the first approach, the second scheme incurs lower overhead under low 

workload conditions. When the load becomes very high (e.g., many tasks arrive in a very 

short time period), the first approach is better than the second one. There have been various 

types of scheduling algorithm existing in the scheduler. Using this task’s deadline is 

determined. Then the rolling horizons sorted the task according to their deadlines and finish 
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the task using VMs. The schedulers not satisfy the task’s timing requirement or enough VMs 

are available, the task will be rejected. 

 

5.3 Skewness  Algorithm 

 

The concept of skewness to quantify the unevenness in the utilization of multiple 

resources on a server. Let n be the number of resources consider and 𝑟𝑖  be the utilization of 

the ith resource. r is the average utilization of all resources forserver p. In practice, not all 

types of resources are performance critical and hence only need to consider bottleneck 

resources in the above calculation. By minimizing the skewness, can combine different types 

of workloads nicely and improve the overall utilization of server resources. The resource 

skewness of a server p as, 

    

Skewness  𝑝 =   
𝑟𝑖

𝑟 
− 1 

2𝑛

𝑖=1
 

 

The goal of the skewness algorithm is to mix workloads with different resource 

requirements together so that the overall utilization of server capacity is improved. In this 

experiment, sees how our algorithm handles a mix of CPU, memory, and network intensive 

workloads. 

 

5.4 Rolling horizon Optimization 

 

Once a task is scheduled, it is immediately dispatched to the queue. Which represent a 

rolling  horizon. The rolling horizon contains both new task and waiting task. It also update 

the starting time of each VM and sort the task using different algorithm. Then the task can be 

allocated to the VM or host. If a task cannot be allocated, then the task will be rejected. 

 

5.5 Energy Aware Scheduling 

 

Currently, resource allocation in a Cloud data center aims to provide high 

performance while meeting SLAs, without focusing on allocating VMs to minimize energy 

consumption. To explore both performance and energy efficiency, using Energy Aware 

Scheduling. The energy-efficient scheduling calculates the task start time and execution time 

on each VM. If the deadline can be satisfied, the task can be allocated. Then the algorithm 

calculates energy consumption. If the task cannot be successfully allocated to any current 

VMs, it calls the function resource scale up. The resource scale up to create a new VM for 

finishing the task within its deadline. It creates a new VM using any VM migration or start 

the new host. The VM migration can make the system fully utilize the host computing 

capacity. The resource scale down reduces the energy for better energy conservation. It 

cancels the long time idle VM and shuts down the host has no VM. 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

 

 In this paper, presented a novel energy-aware scheduling algorithm named EARH 

for real-time tasks, in which a rolling-horizon policy was used to enhance the system’s 

schedulability. Additionally, the resource scaling up and resource scaling down strategies 

developed and integrated into EARH, which can flexibly adjust the active hosts’ scale so as 

to meet the tasks’ real time requirements and save energy. Also, conduct extensive 
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simulation experiments to compare it with other algorithms. The experimental results 

indicate that EARH can efficiently improve the scheduling quality of others in different 

workloads and is suitable for energy aware scheduling in virtualized clouds. 
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